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Order number: S106-5547914
Manufacturer: GIRA

ab €51.00 *
incl. VAT plus shipping costs (exclusive of VAT for logged-in users
with VAT ID and Non-EU countries)

Gira System 106 call button with inscription field for door station module/call
button module with start-up button - stainless steel V4A
Optionally with inscribed foil for insertion.
The Gira System 106 is an installation system made of real metal in a purist, elegant design without a frame, based on a basic
dimension of 106.5 × 106.5 mm. With the modular door station in the Gira System 106, hospitality begins at the front door. From the
call button, voice and camera module to the info and blind module, all functions are presented in a harmonious overall appearance.
In the dark, the backlit call buttons with labeling field ensure good legibility and an attractive appearance.
The System 106 can be used in single- and multi-family homes, but also in office buildings, industrial properties and hotels. The
modular design makes it possible to adapt the system in size, design and functionality to individual requirements. Extensions and
modifications are easily possible at any time by exchanging modules. Even a pure front change is possible with the system. This
means that the appearance of the system can also be changed at a later date from, for example, traffic white to a stainless steel
finish without having to replace the electronic units at the same time.
Simple installation and staged assembly The system can be installed in various stages parallel to the progress of construction. For
example, it is possible to initially install only the lower part of the surface-mounted housing during shell construction; lines and
modules can then be added when they are needed.

Abmessungen & Details
Depth in cm: 0,2
Width in cm: 10,65
Height in cm: 2,65
Base material: Stainless steel
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